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ultiple heritable and nonheritable factors including age, sex, race/ethnicity, physical and mental
health, and socioeconomic conditions (e.g. poverty, shift
work) contribute to the considerable interindividual variability in sleep (1–5). Brain networks involved in the regulation of feeding and locomotion also modulate the
quantity and quality of mammalian sleep to allow optimal
adaptation of the organism to a variety of environmental
pressures and natural habitats.
Self-reported sleep in U.S. adults averages approximately 7.5 h/night (2), and laboratory experiments indicate that sleeping 7– 8 h/night is needed to optimize human
neurobehavioral performance (6). Driven by the demands
and opportunities of modern life, a considerable number
of people habitually sleep less than 6 h/night (2). In the
sleep clinic, chronic sleep restriction is recognized by

M

the diagnosis of insufficient sleep syndrome (ICSD-9,
307.49-4), which is receiving increased scrutiny as a potential risk to human health. Its relevance for practicing
endocrinologists is highlighted by a stream of epidemiological data showing an association of insufficient sleep
with increased incidence of obesity (7, 8). Additional concerns are raised by the even stronger association of short
sleep with excess weight in children and adolescents (9,
10). Body adiposity is determined by the dynamic interaction of genetic, environmental, behavioral, and psychosocial factors. For any individual, energy balance can be
achieved and maintained at different degrees of adiposity
and with various levels of matching energy intake and
expenditure. Under pressure from an environment that
promotes overeating and physical inactivity, the control
system of energy homeostasis sets the body weight of ap-
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Abbreviation: RQ, Respiratory quotient.
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Driven by the demands and opportunities of modern life, many people habitually sleep less than
6 h a night. In the sleep clinic, chronic sleep restriction is recognized by the diagnosis of insufficient
sleep syndrome (ICSD-9, 307.49-4), which is receiving increased scrutiny as a potential risk to metabolic health. Its relevance for the practicing endocrinologist is highlighted by a stream of epidemiological data that show an association of insufficient sleep with increased incidence of obesity
and related morbidities. A central theme of this update is the notion that sleep loss incurs additional metabolic cost, which triggers a set of neuroendocrine, metabolic, and behavioral adaptations aimed at increasing food intake and conserving energy. Although this coordinated response
may have evolved to offset the metabolic demands of extended wakefulness in natural habitats
with limited food availability, it can be maladaptive in the context of a modern environment that
allows many to overeat while maintaining a sedentary lifestyle without sufficient sleep. Importantly, such sleep loss-related metabolic adaptation may undermine the success of behavioral
interventions based on reduced caloric intake and increased physical activity to lower metabolic
risk in obesity-prone individuals. This emerging perspective is based on data from recently published human interventional studies and requires further experimental support. Nevertheless, it
now seems prudent to recommend that overweight and obese individuals attempting to reduce
their caloric intake and maintain increased physical activity should obtain adequate sleep and, if
needed, seek effective treatment for any coexisting sleep disorders. (J Clin Endocrinol Metab 97:
1792–1801, 2012)
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FIG. 1. The relationship between human sleep and metabolically
relevant waking behaviors. This schematic drawing illustrates the
concept that the amount, quality, and timing of human sleep can
influence important waking behaviors (e.g. modify the amount, type,
and frequency of food intake and physical activity) and thus modify the
risk of metabolic morbidity in individuals who are prone to obesity.
Multiple reciprocal interactions reflecting influences of diet and
physical activity on human sleep have been omitted in this diagram to
highlight the potential role of insufficient sleep as a causal factor in the
pathogenesis of obesity and metabolic dysfunction.

(Fig. 3). In addition, such sleep-loss-related metabolic adaptation may undermine the success of behavioral interventions based on reduced caloric intake and increased
physical activity to decrease metabolic risk in obesityprone individuals. Finally, obstructive sleep apnea and insomnia will be used to discuss the possible implications of
this emerging concept for the regulation of energy homeostasis in common sleep disorders and highlight important
gaps, limitations, and controversies in our understanding
of this topic. The role of excessively long sleep and circadian timing disorders for metabolic morbidity are growing
areas of basic and clinical research that have been reviewed
elsewhere and are beyond the scope of this update (1, 15).

The Paradox between Higher Risk of
Obesity and the Metabolic Cost of Sleep
Loss
Human energy expenditure can be divided into three principal components: 1) resting metabolic rate under basal
conditions; 2) thermic effect of food—the energy cost of
food assimilation equal to 5–10% of total energy expenditure; and 3) activity-related energy expenditure—the energy used for all spontaneous and volitional daily activities. Sleep is a state that requires the least amount of energy
expenditure; normally absent nutrition and sleep-imposed
immobility eliminate the cost of activity and food-related
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proximately two thirds of Americans above the recommended healthy range. The epidemiological association of
inadequate sleep with obesity raises the question whether
insufficient sleep can modify the defended level of individual adiposity.
Observational data alone cannot establish whether insufficient sleep should join overeating and physical inactivity as a modifiable risk factor that affects energy homeostasis and individual risk for obesity. To underscore
this difficulty, our understanding of the relationship between sleep-wake behavior and the mechanisms that support fuel availability and metabolic survival indicates the
presence of reciprocal links between energy balance and
sleep (11). This is well illustrated by animal studies where
weight gain in rodents kept in a safe environment with
abundant supply of palatable food triggers increased
amounts of sleep, whereas food deprivation results in increased vigilance and sleep loss, presumably to help maximize food finding and energetic survival (11). The last few
years have brought increased understanding of the role of
the hypocretin/orexin system in these processes (12, 13).
On the other hand, experimental sleep deprivation in ad
libitum fed rats leads to weight loss, consistent with a role
of sleep in energy conservation (14). Human sleep and
energy metabolism also share reciprocal connections (11).
Recent data established an important link between epidemiological variation in sleep and a polymorphism in the
human gene encoding a subunit of the ATP-sensitive potassium channel (SUR2) regulated by the level of cellular
energy metabolism (3). The ability of such metabolic sensors to modify the amount of sleep of the organism has
been confirmed by mutagenesis and knock-down experiments in Drosophila (3). Other observations (reviewed in
Ref. 11) also argue that human sleep is influenced by
changes in energy balance and metabolic fuel availability.
But are there effects in the opposite direction? Can insufficient sleep cause changes in human energy homeostasis?
This update is based on experimental sleep deprivation
studies published during the last 24 months, which indicate that inadequate sleep can modify waking behaviors
(e.g. feeding and daily activity) governing the balance between human energy intake and expenditure (Fig. 1). A
recurring theme in this discussion will be the notion that
loss of sleep carries higher metabolic cost (Fig. 2), which
triggers a set of neuroendocrine, metabolic, and behavioral adaptations aimed at increasing food intake and conserving energy. Although this coordinated response may
have evolved to offset the metabolic cost of extended
wakefulness in natural habitats with limited food availability, it can become highly maladaptive in the context of
a modern environment that allows many to overeat while
maintaining a sedentary lifestyle without sufficient sleep
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resting metabolic rate, and reduced activity to conserve energy—provides potent opposition to the loss of body
weight (19, 20). This metabolic adaptation creates ideal conditions for efficient gain of fat in both lean and obese
individuals who have lost weight and
poses significant challenges to the success of behavioral attempts to reduce
adiposity (19, 21). Remarkably, sleep
deprivation experiments published during
the last couple of years suggest that the
changes in the regulation of energy homeostasis in response to insufficient
sleep resemble the principles of human
metabolic adaptation to negative energy balance (Fig. 3). This concept first
emerged from crossover experiments in
FIG. 2. Sleep as a state of maximally reduced energy expenditure. This is the result of sleepoverweight and obese adults, each of
imposed immobility and absent nutrition, which eliminates the energy cost of activity (activitywhom completed two 14-d dietary
related energy expenditure) and food-related thermogenesis (thermic effect of food), and a
weight loss treatments in random cross20 –30% decrease in resting metabolic rate (RMR), because less energy is needed to support
brain function, sympathetic activity, breathing, circulation, and core body temperature during
over fashion (22, 23). Interventions
sleep.
were carried out in laboratory settings
with fixed time in bed of 5.5 vs. 8.5
thermogenesis, and basal metabolic rate is reduced by 20 –
h/night and restricted food intake (average daily deficit of
30% because less energy is needed to support brain func⬃680 kcal) to assess the effects of insufficient sleep on
tion, sympathetic activity, breathing, circulation, and core
diet-induced changes in body weight and adiposity, energy
body temperature (Fig. 2). Using a room calorimeter, Jung
expenditure, substrate utilization, and subjective hunger.
et al. (16) quantified the energy that is conserved by young
Participants lost approximately 1.0 body mass index unit
nonobese adults during a day of indoor wakefulness with
of body weight during each treatment, but the lack of
8 h of nighttime sleep compared with a matching period of
sufficient sleep decreased the fraction of weight lost as fat
total sleep deprivation. Energy expenditure was 32%
by 55%. In other words, study participants defended their
higher during the 8-h period without sleep, and the metenergy balance more vigorously (i.e. conserved energyabolic cost of sleep deprivation over 24 h averaged approximately 135 kcal (7% increase). If one extrapolates dense fat at the expense of 60% greater loss of less calofrom these data (disregarding any homeostatic adapta- rically dense and metabolically costly to maintain lean
tion), a night with one third less sleep (e.g. 5.3 h instead of body mass) when they did not obtain enough sleep. Ad8.0 h) would increase total energy expenditure by 45 kcal/ ditional signs of enhanced neuroendocrine, metabolic,
d—a metabolic cost that can eliminate the positive “en- and behavioral responsiveness to diet-induced negative
ergy gap” and prevent weight gain in approximately 90% energy balance when sleep was curtailed included inof the population in modernized societies (17, 18). creased hunger accompanied by lower anorexigenic (inClearly, this simple arithmetic is not consistent with avail- sulin) and higher orexigenic (ghrelin) hormone concenable epidemiological data and does not reflect the com- trations, as well as decreased sympathetic activity (lower
plexity of the relationship between sleep and energy plasma epinephrine) and resting metabolic rate (independent of the loss of lean body mass) to conserve energy.
homeostasis.
Humans have evolved a robust system of defenses that Recent observations after a single night of total sleep deis activated when energy expenditure exceeds food intake privation also suggest that the additional energy cost of
and threatens the loss of stored fuel. The coordinated onset wakefulness can lead to compensatory declines in resting
of multiple neuroendocrine, metabolic, and behavioral metabolic rate on the following morning (24) and energy
changes—including lower anorexigenic (leptin, insulin) expenditure during a subsequent night of recovery sleep
and higher orexigenic (ghrelin) hormone concentrations (16). Compensation for increased activity-related energy
to increase hunger, reduce satiety, and stimulate food in- expenditure due to experimental sleep fragmentation durtake, combined with decreased sympathetic tone, lower ing the night was also present in respiratory chamber ex-
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periments, where 24-h energy expenditure did not change
despite the metabolic cost of multiple nighttime awakenings (25). Similarly, doubly labeled water measurements
of 24-h energy expenditure under controlled laboratory
conditions did not show any detectable increase in individuals exposed to longer periods of recurrent sleep restriction (22, 26, 27). As discussed next, this adaptation in
24-h energy expenditure to sleep loss raises the question
whether changes in everyday activity may also help offset
the metabolic cost of extended wakefulness.

Insufficient Sleep and Activity-Related
Energy Expenditure
Physical activity is a complex behavior with an important
role in the control of body weight and adiposity. Limited
by the reliability of subjective recall and considerable differences in selected biological, psychosocial, and environmental variables, cross-sectional analyses of sleep and
physical activity have given inconsistent results showing
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positive, negative, or no significant association (4, 10, 28).
Only a handful of controlled experiments have tested the
effect of sleep deprivation on the amount and intensity of
everyday activity. Roehrs et al. (29) reported a higher percentage of daytime inactivity in laboratory settings after
one night of total sleep deprivation. Schmid et al. (30)
found that overnight sleep restriction results in less freeliving activity, with a shift toward lower intensity on the
next day. In contrast, Brondel et al. (31) reported that
overnight sleep restriction was followed by a day with
increased food intake and more movement, whereas BosyWestphal et al. (32) did not find effects of sleep restriction
and increased food intake (2 d with time in bed of 6 h/night
and 1 d with 4 h/night) on daily activity. Recently, St-Onge
et al. (27) performed a crossover laboratory study of nine
women and nine men exposed to five nights with time in
bed of 4.0 vs. 9.0 h/night and inadvertent caloric restriction (average daily deficit of ⬃400 kcal) until night 4,
followed by ad libitum food intake after that. The average
recorded activity after the first, second, fourth, and fifth
nights (night 3 was followed by repeated blood draws and
reduced mobility) was not significantly different between
the two sleep conditions (27). Interpreting these studies is
difficult because they examined the effects of acute sleep
deprivation only and did not control the food intake of the
participants. The consequences of insufficient sleep are
likely to change as participants adapt to recurrent exposure (33) and brief interventions may not capture the
changes in daily activity of people who exercise a few times
per week. In addition, both positive and negative energy
balance can influence the amount of daily activity (19, 34).
Our laboratory started testing the hypothesis that reduced daily movement may contribute to the association
of insufficient sleep with obesity and metabolic morbidity
by examining the relationship between insufficient sleep
and physical activity in healthy urban adults with parental
history of type 2 diabetes (28). Study participants completed 2 wk of sleep and activity monitoring by wrist actigraphy and waist accelerometry while following their
usual lifestyle at home. Daily activity counts and time
spent in sedentary, light, and moderate plus vigorous intensity physical activities were compared between matching groups of participants with habitual sleep of less than
6 h vs. 6 or more h/night. Short sleepers had no sleep
abnormalities and showed signs of increased sleep pressure consistent with a behavioral pattern of habitual sleep
curtailment and chronic sleep insufficiency. Compared
with participants who slept 6 or more h/night, short sleepers had 27% fewer daily activity counts, spent less time in
moderate-plus-vigorous physical activity (⫺43 min/d),
and were more sedentary (⫹69 min/d; Fig. 4).
To explore whether insufficient sleep could play a
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FIG. 3. An illustration of the concept that insufficient sleep triggers a
set of neuroendocrine, metabolic, and behavioral adaptations aimed at
increasing food intake and conserving energy. Although this
coordinated response may have evolved to offset the metabolic cost of
extended wakefulness in natural habitats with limited food availability,
it can become highly maladaptive in the context of a modern
environment that allows many to overeat while maintaining a
sedentary lifestyle without sufficient sleep. SA, Sympathetic activity;
RMR, resting metabolic rate under basal conditions; FatOx, fraction of
energy derived from fat oxidation.
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long-term weight gain (36). Based on estimates of energy
balance derived from changes in body composition, overweight and obese adults placed on a 2-wk hypocaloric
diet seemed to exhibit similar large sleep loss-related
reductions in resting and activity-related energy expenditure (22). Taken together, these observations support
the hypothesis that the lack of sufficient sleep can reduce the amount and intensity of everyday physical activity and contribute to the metabolic risk of obesityprone individuals.

FIG. 4. Mean ⫾ SE differences in daily time allocation to sedentary,
light, and moderate plus vigorous physical activity in urban free-living
adults with actigraphy-measured habitual sleep of less than 6 h/night
compared with a similar group of subjects with average sleep of 6 or
more h/night (n ⫽ 20 in each group). CI, Confidence interval.
*, P ⬍ 0.03 (graph based on our own data; see Ref. 28 for details).

causal role for the reduced physical activity in short sleepers, a similar group of 18 nonobese adults with parental
history of type 2 diabetes completed 1 wk of experimental
sleep restriction in the laboratory (time in bed, 5.5 h/night)
and a matching period with 8.5-h nighttime sleep opportunity in randomized crossover fashion (35). Subjects received a controlled weight-maintenance diet (the average
body weight variability during the study was 0.6%), and
those who exercised regularly at home could follow their
usual exercise routines. Study participants had 31% fewer
daily activity counts, spent 24% less time engaged in moderate plus vigorous intensity physical activity, and became
more sedentary when their sleep was curtailed. Individuals
with regular exercise habits had more total counts and
were responsible for most of the decrease in physical activity during the 5.5-h time-in-bed condition (⫺39% vs.
⫺4% decline in exercisers vs. nonexercisers); on average
they reallocated 30 min of daily moderate plus vigorous
intensity activity to less intense light and sedentary behaviors when their sleep was curtailed. Preliminary estimates
of energy balance in ongoing crossover studies of habitual
exercisers exposed to 2 wk of sleep restriction (time in bed,
5.5 h/night) suggest that insufficient sleep is accompanied
by a combined reduction in resting and activity-related
energy expenditure of approximately 250 kcal/d—an
amount equivalent to 1 h of moderate physical activity at
3.6 metabolic equivalent for the average participant
weighing 70 kg. Such reduction in energy expenditure is
clinically important, given existing recommendations for
60 min of daily moderate-intensity activity to minimize

Influential early experiments found lower plasma leptin
and higher ghrelin concentrations in association with increased hunger and appetite in young men exposed to two
nights of insufficient sleep and restricted caloric intake
(1500 kcal/d for the average 75-kg study participant) at
the time of sampling (37). Decreased leptin concentrations
were also seen during a period of sleep restriction in young
men whose caloric intake was reduced by approximately
30% the day before sampling (10 kcal/kg breakfast replaced by 1.2 kcal/kg bolus of iv glucose) (38). Supported
by data from some observational studies (39, 40), but not
others (41, 42), these reports have given rise to the popular
notion that insufficient sleep triggers hormonal signals of
“famine in the midst of plenty” to cause excessive food
intake and weight gain. In reality, only recently have human volunteers been exposed to experimental sleep restriction while truly in the midst of plenty (i.e. given access
to adequate or excess amounts of self-selected calories).
These reports found either stimulatory (mostly in women)
(32, 43– 45) or no independent effects of acute sleep loss
on plasma leptin concentrations (30). Experiments combining 2 wk of sleep restriction with over- or underfeeding
also showed that sleep insufficiency did not affect the corresponding rise and fall in leptin, whereas ghrelin increased only in the presence of negative, but not positive,
energy balance (22, 26). Acute sleep deprivation may increase ghrelin concentrations in the early morning hours,
possibly in response to increased energy expenditure during the night while fasting is maintained (24, 46), and some
but not other reports have noted increased food intake at
breakfast (31, 47). These observations suggest that the
early reports of lower leptin and higher ghrelin concentrations during experimental sleep restriction (37, 38)
were not signals of famine in the midst of plenty, but were
a reflection of the ability of sleep loss to amplify the human
neuroendocrine response to acute caloric restriction (11).
If so, sleep-deprived humans will be likely to defend their
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insufficiency places similar catabolic pressures on the protein balance of free-living individuals with ad libitum food
intake remains unknown. If so, this may be one of the
factors that contribute to the association of insufficient
sleep with increased consumption of protein from meat
and other food items (which commonly contain high
amounts of fat) (10, 54, 55), because nutritionally relevant
amino acids can stimulate the activity of hypothalamic
orexin/hypocretin neurons (56) and participate in the central control of macronutrient balance and energy homeostasis (57). Insufficient sleep may also increase snacking
and energy consumption from fat and carbohydrate as a
result of more prolonged exposure to environmental stimuli that promote overeating, as well as changes in rewardseeking behavior (13, 26).

Current Areas of Concern and Uncertainty
Most of the research on the relationship between insufficient sleep and energy homeostasis remains observational
in nature. Many of these studies are limited by incomplete
assessments of sleep quantity and quality, reliance on subjective measures of sleep that harbor various systemic biases, and lack of control for relevant confounders such as
physical activity, physical and mental health, socioeconomic stress, coexisting sleep disorders, etc. (58). The vexing inconsistency between self-reported sleep and that
measured by polysomnography (which can modify the
usual sleep pattern of individuals at home or in the laboratory) or free-living actigraphy (which uses immobility as
a behavioral surrogate for sleep) makes it difficult to assess
the true quantity and quality of habitual sleep and can
result in different conclusions depending on which measure is used for analysis. The reliance of many studies on
a single question about sleep is equally problematic because the answer can be influenced by comorbid depression, anxiety, sleep disorder, or other health problems and
reflect one or more aspects of a participant’s usual time in
bed, perceived sleep duration, or subjective sleep quality.
For instance, psychological distress and complaints of
poor sleep were the main predictors of self-reported short
sleep among obese participants in the Penn State cohort
(59). A similar association between self-reported short
sleep, sleeping problems, and emotional distress was
found in the MONICA/KORA study (60). Thus, emotional distress, anxiety, or depression with concomitant
difficulty sleeping, changes in eating patterns, and adoption of other unhealthy behaviors may be important factors for the association of insufficient sleep with obesity
and metabolic morbidity (58, 61, 62). On the other hand,
primary insomnia characterized by central hyperarousal,
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energy balance more vigorously against voluntary or involuntary reductions in habitual food intake (Fig. 3) (22).
This hypothesis was inadvertently tested by St-Onge et al.
(27), who exposed healthy men and women to 4 d with
sleep opportunity of 4.0 vs. 9.0 h/night and unintended
caloric restriction (average daily deficit of ⬃400 kcal) in
randomized crossover fashion. Indeed, when participants
did not obtain sufficient sleep during the 4-d period of
caloric restriction, their ad libitum energy intake on d 5
was increased by approximately 300 kcal compared with
that after caloric restriction with adequate sleep. If operational under longer-term, free-living conditions, this enhanced response to caloric restriction may undermine the
success of dietary weight loss therapy in individuals with
insufficient sleep (5, 21, 48)—an important possibility
that awaits further testing.
In addition to energy, sleep also conserves carbohydrate. Higher respiratory quotient (RQ) measurements after sleep restriction (32) and repeated disruption of sleep
(25) suggest that partial sleep loss is associated with the use
of a greater proportion of energy from carbohydrate.
Some studies have found that such higher RQ may predict
future weight gain (49). Insufficient sleep also caused a
shift in substrate utilization toward oxidation of relatively
more carbohydrate in overweight and obese adults placed
on a 2-wk hypocaloric diet (22). In fact, the modest decline
in fasting blood glucose and improved insulin economy in
this setting (23) resembled the human metabolic adaptation to reduced carbohydrate availability. Knutson et al.
(50) reported a similar reduction in fasting insulin concentrations in lean adults with difficulty sleeping. These
findings raise the possibility that increased use of carbohydrate in individuals with insufficient sleep may stimulate hunger and food intake at times of diminishing glucose
availability at night and during the late postprandial period. Indeed, Chaput et al. (51) observed that self-reported
short sleepers have more relative hypoglycemia at the end
of an oral glucose tolerance test, which predicted future
weight gain in the Quebec Family Study (52). In accordance with these possibilities, epidemiological data indicate that insufficient sleep is accompanied by irregular
eating habits, more snacking between meals, and latenight eating (10, 49, 53, 54).
Increased availability of dietary carbohydrate in the
setting of negative energy balance limits the loss of body
protein. In contrast, insufficient sleep increased the loss of
lean body mass in overweight and obese adults placed on
a 2-wk hypocaloric diet (22). The shift toward oxidation
of more carbohydrate when sleep was curtailed raises the
possibility that this loss of lean body mass was related to
increased use of protein to support the extended metabolic
needs of glucose-dependent tissues. Whether chronic sleep
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human substrate metabolism. The catabolic state in response to recurrent sleep loss in rats is characterized by the
breakdown of skeletal muscle, whereas lean tissue in vital
organs remains surprisingly well preserved (14). Overweight and obese dieters also lose more fat-free mass when
their sleep is curtailed, which raises the possibility that the
lack of sufficient sleep during periods of voluntary weight
loss may have catabolic effects on whole-body and skeletal
muscle protein (22).
Finally, most laboratory interventions are relatively
brief and capture only the acute (⬍1 wk) and subacute (⬍1
month) effects of sleep loss, instead of its long-term consequences, which are likely to differ both qualitatively and
quantitatively (e.g. insulin signaling may be reduced via
acute declines in ␤-cell function or increased insulin resistance due to increased adiposity over time; sympathetic
activity may rise in response to acute metabolic stress followed by down-regulation during more extended caloric
restriction, etc.). Failure to recognize this can lead to erroneous long-term extrapolations based on data from
brief interventions (33). Most definitive answers about the
effect of chronic sleep insufficiency on human energy and
substrate metabolism will rely on future trials combining
extended behavioral and pharmacological interventions
with free-living monitoring, functional imaging, in vivo
and in vitro metabolic testing, and well-defined clinical
outcomes.

Conclusion and Perspectives
Mammalian evolution has resulted in reciprocal connections between sleep and energy homeostasis. Driven by the
demands and opportunities of modern life, many people
sleep less than 6 h/night, and such short sleep has been
associated with obesity and related metabolic morbidity.
Some have argued that the relatively modest increase in
risk seen in epidemiological studies should not cause any
concern (66). However, if causal, a modest effect of inadequate sleep on the incidence of obesity will have considerable impact on public health given the high prevalence of
insufficient sleep and sleep problems in the general population (2). Work published during the last few years supports the concept that loss of sleep in an environment with
limited food availability incurs additional metabolic cost,
which can trigger a set of neuroendocrine, metabolic, and
behavioral changes aimed at increasing food intake and
conserving energy. This coordinated response includes increased hunger and reduced satiety, decreased resting energy expenditure, reduced amount and intensity of physical activity, and more sedentary behavior, all of which can
become maladaptive in the context of a modern environ-
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adrenal and sympathetic hyperactivity, elevated brain glucose metabolism, and resting energy expenditure (63) may
represent failure to recruit the full spectrum of the already
discussed metabolic adaptations to reduced sleep (this is
consistent with the historically lean phenotype of most
insomniacs in the older clinical literature), leaving disproportionally increased food intake and reduced daily
activity made possible by the modern way of living as
potential enhancers of metabolic risk in obesity-prone
individuals.
Obstructive sleep apnea can also confound the association of insufficient sleep with obesity. Besides loss of
slow-wave and rapid-eye-movement sleep, this disorder
involves recurrent hypoxia, frequent arousals, and nighttime hyperactivity of adrenal and sympathetic stress-response mechanisms with higher metabolic cost, which
may lead to compensatory changes in daytime energy intake and physical activity (64) and facilitate the retention
of stored fat in affected individuals (Fig. 3). However, the
study of energy homeostasis in patients with sleep disorders has been rather limited, and available clinical reports
lack comprehensive assessments of energy balance and
substrate metabolism. Additional research is also needed
to characterize the effects of insufficient sleep on the sensitivity of central and peripheral regulatory mechanisms to
key metabolic signals in various sleep disorders.
Sleep deprivation experiments in the laboratory have
their own limitations (65). The presence of considerable
interindividual differences in response to sleep deprivation, weight loss, or overfeeding is well established. Unfortunately, the limited sample size of most laboratory
studies and their artificial setting makes it difficult to identify subgroups with differential vulnerability to the metabolic consequences of sleep loss. For example, individuals with regular exercise habits were more susceptible to
the inhibitory effect of insufficient sleep on physical
activity (35). However, study participants were exposed
to highly sedentary conditions that minimized the activity of nonexercisers irrespective of the presence or
absence of sleep loss, and it is possible that these subjects may exhibit more pronounced sleep loss-related
declines in activity under free-living conditions. The absence of changes in daytime activity in respiratorychamber studies of total sleep deprivation could be due
to a similar “floor effect” (16, 25).
An important problem in the interpretation of many
sleep deprivation experiments has been their lack of attention to the fact that caloric restriction can alter the
metabolic impact of insufficient sleep. Future investigation will require meticulous attention to the nutritional
state of the study participants. In addition, more work is
needed to understand the impact of insufficient sleep on
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“more effective methods for weight reduction, such as
comparatively brief periods of exercise” (66). Decreased
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have considerable health benefits in obese individuals
(67). However, the advice to engage in more physical activity while ignoring the presence of insufficient sleep may
be easier given than followed (68). Compared with urban
adults who sleep at least 6 h/night, those who habitually
curtail their sleep were more sedentary, had decreased
amounts of daily movement, and spent less time in activities with moderate and vigorous intensity (Fig. 4) (28). A
similar behavioral pattern was produced by experimental
sleep restriction to 5.5 h/night (35), suggesting that insufficient sleep can undermine the maintenance of adequate
physical activity and its health benefits. Furthermore,
treatment with a hypocaloric diet resulted in reduced energy expenditure, decreased loss of fat, and more hunger
when time in bed was restricted to 5.5 h/night (22), and
sleep-deprived individuals ate more when ad libitum food
intake resumed after a few days of caloric restriction (27).
Thus, the latest evidence suggests that insufficient sleep
can undermine the success of behavioral interventions
based on decreased food intake and increased physical
activity to reduce metabolic risk in obesity-prone individuals (Fig. 3). This emerging perspective is based on human
interventional studies published during the last couple of
years and requires further experimental support (5, 48,
68). Nevertheless, it now seems prudent to recommend
that overweight and obese individuals attempting to reduce their caloric intake and maintain increased physical
activity should obtain adequate sleep and, if needed, seek
effective treatment for any coexisting sleep disorders.
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